
ARAWA- FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

 

Arawa is quite an extraordinary place – where the jungle has been rapidly reclaiming the town 
that once serviced the large copper mine at Panguna in the interior of the country.  Panguna 
mine operated into the nineteen nineties before a bloody war- largely between a sector of the 
Bougainvilleans and the Papua New Guinea forces, with support from Australia - forced its 
closure.  

Arawa was a modern well laid out town with all the mod-cons – the most advanced hospital in 
the South Pacific, open spacious houses in park-like surroundings, fully reticulated electricity 
with a large oil-fired power station, golf course, parks, country club, sports facilities, 
administration buildings, reticulated pure treated drinking water, modern sewers and 
treatment plant, paved roads, shops, banks, library, garages, factories, workshops, full 
telecommunications, and with two modern deep water harbours and an international sized 
airport just down the road. Amazingly very little remains operational now. 

Not many of the non- housing buildings still stand intact– most are burned out twisted and 
rusting shells full of rubbish and weeds- the results of what must have been frenzied acts of 
revenge and looting during and after the civil conflict in the nineties, presumably to rid the 
country of the symbols of the hated redskin soldiers and their Australian supporters. All that 
remains of the hospital (once the best in the South Pacific) is essentially the laundry, which 
now forms the basis of the struggling Arawa Health Centre – no doctor, few medicines, no 
functioning x-ray or lab, and only intermittent power because of lack of funds to finance the 
fuel for the generator.  

Most houses were “appropriated” during the war by squatters who fled the fighting and who 
stayed on after the war. Any power is supplied from generators which clatter away well into 
the night. Many houses have none, with a distinctly squalid look about them. Others, like the 
one we are in, and claimed apparently by members of members of the original land-owners or 
more enterprising types, are being let, some to aid agencies or other outsiders. Some of 
these outsiders are like vultures, picking over the bones of the mine and its infrastructure for 
thousands of tons of scrap steel and other treasures to be exported to China or other hungry 
developing industrial countries. One such group is apparently about to remove some 3000 (?) 
tons of highly toxic fuel oil still stored in rusting tanks next to the electricity power station- we 
can but only hope that the appropriate measures are being taken to contain and deal with any 
spills that might occur, or it could be a generation or more before the coastline and local 
fisheries recover. Where fish plays such an important part in local peoples’ diets the effects 
could be disastrous. 

Reticulated water is still supplied to Arawa, but it is untreated and really unfit for drinking 
because of likely contamination from the many people who inhabit the catchment area of the 
river from where the supply is taken. The treatment plant has been long abandoned and by-
passed, and is steadily disappearing into the surrounding cocoa plantations and jungle. A 
simple screen arrangement keeping leaves and other larger contaminants from the pipe is all 
that remains. The town would be awash with water from leaking pipes and broken off or open 
taps if not for the remains of the substantial stormwater system under the pockmarked and 
cratered roads. 

Toilets flush but the sewer pump stations that carry the effluent to the treatment plant have 
been stripped. What remains of the treatment plant is a rusting hulk buried under thick vines, 
so the sewers overflow into the adjacent streams, discolouring and contaminating the last 
couple of hundred metres of flow to the sea, as well as, no doubt, the adjacent beach and 
what remains of the coral reef. We therefore only snorkel away from town. 

Rubbish goes to a clearing in the jungle, where it is occasionally pushed up and compacted. 
The town does have a litter problem, with rubbish more often than not dropped where it is 
generated. 



Unemployment is high and general wages very low. The potent local “jungle juice” (known 
as JJ) brewed from pineapples, and the mildly narcotic beetle nut, with its associated 
unsightly splodges of red spit staining the streets, red users’ mouths and rotten teeth, have no 
doubt contributed to the local social problems. 

The picture painted thus far is somewhat bleak, but there are also encouraging signs, with 
dedicated and educated local leaders striving against what appear at times to be 
insurmountable odds, including unpredictable funding from central government for even 
salaries and the most routine tasks, to improve the lot of the community.  

• Potholes are being patched with the help of funding from AusAid (the Australian Aid 
organisation) a BIG job. 

• The sixteen river fords in the road to Buka are being bridged by a Japanese 
construction company using mostly imported labour. The project is funded from 
Japanese foreign aid.  This is the main road in Bougainville and having all the rivers 
bridged will massively improve access down the country and open the way for more 
two-wheel drive vehicles to operate.  

• A Canadian company is building a plant to convert coconut oil into biodiesel, aiming 
to take advantage of locally grown coconut palms – before the conflict the largest 
coconut plantation in the Pacific operated a short distance down the road towards 
Buka. The trees are largely intact but the plantation is essentially unmanaged and 
overgrown. 

• The burnt out admin office for the Arawa Urban Council (AUC) office is being re-built 
over a number of years with funding from central government. 

• Locals are operating a large number of small retail businesses, although the range of 
products available is quite small and targeted towards the limited financial resources 
of many of the customers.  

• Cell phone coverage is reasonable in the area, with limited and quite expensive 
Internet coverage through the cell phone system. 

• The local carpentry school established by VSA is thriving and locally managed, with 
VSA effectively working themselves out of a job. 

• Churches, especially the Catholics and Seventh Day Adventists, play a big part in 
peoples’ lives, and there is a strong women’s movement, which also played a big part 
in the peace process that saw an end to the war.  

• The islands of Bougainville are blessed with plentiful natural resources and are 
relatively sparsely populated.  

• It looks like the Reconciliation Council is about to reach agreement with the affected 
landowners to allow the Arawa Airport with its international standard landing strip to 
be re-opened. 

• Talks are also underway with a view to re-opening the mine, but it seems that 
considerable attention will be required to eliminate or at least managing downstream 
effects and convince locals that any drawbacks are more than matched by the 
advantages. 

• The price of cocoa is good and Bougainville grows cocoa very well. 

Reportedly in the pipeline are also: 

• Restoration of electrical power, initially with diesel generation, maybe by the end of 
September 2010. Longer-term feasibility studies are apparently also under way into 
its eventual replacement with hydroelectric power generated in the mountains.  

• The establishment of a wireless modem service in Arawa that will improve the 
efficiency of Internet access and substantially reduce its cost, reportedly by the end of 
April 2010. When it comes we can think of downloading more photos onto the blog 
site! 

• There has been talk for some time about establishing Arawa as capital of 
Bougainville. Central administration is located at present in Buka, to where it was 
moved during the conflict to avoid the worst of the fighting. Arawa’s central location 
and good port and airport offer many advantages over Buka but the state of the 
infrastructure currently makes this impossible. AusAid has recently undertaken a 
study into what is necessary to restore Arawa infrastructure and allow this to happen. 
Indications are that they are planning to make a substantial financial contribution 



towards this restoration programme. No-one local is quite sure of when this report is 
expecting to be published, but its findings and any funding made available are likely 
to be crucial to the development of Arawa as it is unlikely that PNG will be able to 
fund it. One major concern will be how to deal fairly with the long-term squatters. Any 
attempt to evict them is likely to end in their burning down their houses! 

This all must be tempered by the understanding that, as a rule, very few target dates get met, 
but people live in hope.  

Also needed are a Post Office, at least one bank, and a cable telephone system, not to 
mention the necessary improvements to medical, judicial, etc. services, as well as to port and 
airport services – all in all a big ask but achievable with the right approach - and rather a large 
amount of money! 

At the moment most Bougainvilleans are quite uniformly poor –not many have more than a 
few of the trappings of Western culture. I with my modern relatively modest mountain bicycle, 
nice laptop, camera and electric power for part of the day will appear rich to them and 
possibly the cause of some envy! The war had a serious effect on the education of a 
generation of kids and one wonders if some will ever be able to share much of the fruits of 
any developments that occur. Crime appears relatively low but there is a good chance it will 
increase as the country develops and if the “lost kids” decide that working outside the system 
(in other words crime) offers the better chance of getting some of those things that those with 
the money are “flaunting”. JJ no doubt contributes and there are reports of a significant 
number of cases of sexual abuse of young girls, domestic violence, etc. 

The weather is uniformly warm and humid. In the week we have been here the temperature 
has varied from 25 to early 30’s with a peak of 36oC and the humidity from 56% to 95% 
(fortunately not on the hottest day!). The net effect is that one is constantly sticky and often 
running with sweat. This is energy sapping, particularly early in one’s assignment. It is cloudy 
and it rains often- both of which give welcome relief from the sun’s heat. Any walking on a 
sunny day is done under a big umbrella, and at a very leisurely pace. Cycling is relatively 
pleasant because of the breeze created, but when one stops things get particularly sticky for 
a while. UV radiation is not as powerful as in NZ, so we haven’t suffered any sunburn to date, 
but probably the umbrellas help! Early morning is the best time of the day-from first light at 
about 5.15 until not long after the sun comes up at about 6.15, so we are learning to adjust 
our sleep times to take advantage of this! 

Mosquitoes have not been that evident in our day-to-day activities, although we generally 
apply a good covering of insect repellent when we go out and the house has screens to all 
windows and doors. My discussions with a local confirmed that there are plenty around and 
that pretty well all locals have had malaria at some stage. It seems they mostly get bitten 
when working in their gardens, so heavily vegetated areas are to be avoided or approached 
with plenty of repellent on! We are both on doxicyclene as prophylactic treatment, which 
basically controls any infection to allow proper treatment to be administered. My stomach has 
been complaining about the daily antibiotics but I understand that things improve with time – I 
hope so! VSA volunteers in Arawa appear to have avoided catching a dose to date…. long 
may it last! 

 I think food is going to be a bit of a challenge! There are plenty of pawpaws, pineapples, 
oranges/mandarins, bananas (ordinary, lady finger and cooking types), sweet potatoes, 
spring onions and a variety of greens. Tomatoes, cucumbers, pumpkins, onions, eggplants, 
mangoes, taro and potatoes are also available quite regularly but several are seasonal. Fish 
is available a couple of days a week but is mostly smoked and can be quite strongly 
flavoured. Fresh fish is available but limited refrigeration means we have to share what we 
can get between the VSA volunteers and consume it quite quickly. Tinned meat and fish is 
available from the local shops but much is of dubious quality and highly priced for what it is. 
The third world appears to be the industrial world’s dumping ground!  

So, all in all an interesting mixture of good and bad! Watch this space……. 

 


